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It is not very easy to comprehend the ………… of infinite space.

concept approach advance diffusion

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Of reasoning from a general idea or set of facts to a particular idea or fact:

detuctive elaborate complicated  contemporary

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Even nonliving systems can ………… in to more organized states.

diffuse conceptualize  deduce evolve

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Many people are against the use of ………… submarines. They believe they are dangerous. 

 physically atomic   physical atomically

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Would you please ………… on your plan. I need more details to make a decision.

detector detect elaboration elaborate

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In an atomic explosion, a huge amount of energy is ………… suddenly.

circulated liberated excited conserve

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Prove or make clear a fact, esp. by reasoning or providing examples:

demonstrate proceed manufacture   impress

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

His discoveries had a strong …………. on the word of science.

substantiate  substantiation impression impressive

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There is no exactly ………… French tense to the present perfect tense in English.

excitement discernment conservation equivalent 

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Not influenced by personal feeling or opinions:

objective subjective potential proximate

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The two countries have reached a …………agreement to fight terrorism. 

representative reciprocal typical derived

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

If you create ………… inside a container, the air pressure outside will crush its walls.

vacuum vacuous vacuumize vacuously

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Wise people ………… learning something new every day.

take delight in  that is  devoid of deal with

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

An oscillograph in an instrument for recoding electrical................. .

verify oscillate oscillations verification

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Make sth move faster:

state accelerate exert rotate

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Newton's three laws of ………… are very fundamental statements about the physical world.

motion friction accuracy gravity

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The way in which our muscles work is studied in ………… .

astronomy biomechanics

nuclear medicine anatomy 

17-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Einstein's ideas have ………… many issues in modern physics.

dominated rotated domination rotatation

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

2×2 = 4 is a very famous ………… used in daily conversation.

precision equation depiction calibration

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A(n) ………… power station uses heat to produce electricity.

 recoverable optical reproducible thermal 

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

When the two wires …………, a big fire started.

noted touched recovered  judged

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Modern copier machines can ………… color photographs. 

reproducibly reproducible reproduction reproduce 

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Change direction regularly and at a very fast rate (said esp. of electrical currents):

navigate alternate enter denote

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Some tribes ………… along with their cattle in search of fresh grass.

perceive migrate  migratory perceptible 

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

We bought this house for its …………, it's very near the shops and there is a good transport service.

alignment evocation convenience behavior

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I did not tell him anything about myself; he seems to have a(n) .......................... knowledge of my

feeling.

alternation migration interaction intuitive

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The ………… of secrets about their nuclear tests made different nations angry.

revelation substitute reveal substitution

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Modern airplanes are very safe, because there are many …………. systems used in them.

further delicate  like residual

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There is ………… energy in the battery. It has been overcharged.

an excess of as a whole on occasion account for

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A material that conducts almost no current:

accelerator major conductor insulator 

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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